
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
CHATTANOOGA. TENNIESSEE1 37401 

Ott91Alt t~tStreet Tower 31 

December 19, 1984 

U.S. nuclear Regulatory commission 
Region 33 
Attn: Mr'. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, NV, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR NUCLRAR PLAN WAIT 1 JI RC-OlE RG1C3 II 1u3PECTION EPORT 
50-390/84-75 - MW=S TO VIOUATION 

The ambJeot inspection report cited TWA with a Severity Level V violation 
(390I84-75-M2) in accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, NRC-OlE Region II Lispeotor 
D. N. Verrelli was notified on December 4. 1964 caonerning- the subject 
inspection report, a now submittal date of December 21, 1984 was established.  
Enclosed is our response to the stated violation.  

if you have any questions, please, get in touch with R. H. Shell at 
7TS 858468.  

To the best of my knwvledge, I declare the statements contained herein are 
complete wad true.  

Very truly yours, 

T811111333 VALLEY AUTHRITY 

J. A. Dowe 
Nuclear tagineer 

Enclosure 
cc: Mr'. Richard C. Deloung, Director (Enclosure) 

office or Inspection and Enforcement, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cumission 

WasingonD.C. 20555 

Records Center (Enclosure) 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 
NRC-OIE REGION II INSPECTION REPORT 

50-390/84-~75 
RESPONZ TO VIOLATION 

Severity Level V Violation - 390/84-~75-02 

10 CPR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, V9 and XVI, as implemented by the 
approved quality assurance program (TVA-TR75-1A), requires that the licensee 
Implement adequate design controls, adequate instructions, and proper 
corrective actions for a nonconforming condition.  

Contrary to the above, design controls, instructions, and proper corrective 
actions provided to correct the improper Installation of five containment 
purge air Isolation valves- were inadeqaa t- 'Ao* o the following: 

1. Information Issued on design drawings per engineering change notice (EC) 
444118 was in direct conflict with previous design positions on 
Installation of the valves in the preferred 4utoff direction.  

2. The nonconformance report (NCR) 11O4OR (dated M~arch 29, 1982), which Was 
referenced on the ECN cover sheet (dated December 16, 1983) and included 
as part of the ECK package provided to the site, was inadequate in that 
the NCR only contained the site'recomended disposition a~nd not the final 
design disposition (dated May 5, 1982).  

3. Items 1 and 2 above resulted in improper work being performed on the 
valves in that all five valves initially identified on the NCR as not 
Installed In the preferred shutoff direction are still Installed in the 
incorreat direct4 on. In addition, two Valves previously installed in the 
preferred shutoff direction were turned around to the nonpreferred 
-direction. The NCR was closed out on July 2, 19841; however, the workplan 
documaentation indicated that work was not completed until July 30, 19841.  

Admission or Denial- of the Allegd Violation 

TVA admits that the violation occurred as stated In the inspection report but, 
would like to expand on the three detailed items specified In the violation.  
Detailed explanations are as follows: 

Item 1: TVA's previous design position in the response to NCR 41014R and 
design Input request (DIR) M1859 required that all valves be 
installed in the preferred abutoff direction for loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA) flow. During the time when all valves were to be 
installed in the preferred shutoff direction the vendor was In the 
process of performing a new analysis of the purge valves to 
-4-teraine If they would clocse properly in the event of a LOCA while 
purging during reactor operation. Pending the results of that 
analysis, we were uncertain as to whether any changes to the 
installed configuration of the valves would be forthoomng.



ECK 144418 was written, later, to malc. the following changes to th~e 
installed configuration of the 214-inoh valves based on the results 
at the vendor's aralyisi..  

a. Limit all Valv03 to a wxiuzm at 70 0 open regardless ot valve 
orientation.  

b. Rotate the valve boodies so that the peak nonuniform LOCA flow 
tends to assist In valve Closure.  

c. If the valve Must be rotated to meet the requirements at b: 

1.* The seal retaining ring should be installed Upstream for 
LOCA flow.  

2. The valve should be rotated as much as possible such that 
the valve stem is in the same plane as the upstream elbow.  

However, tk'g ECU did not Include the requirements fWa the-8- and 12
inch valves. Only the 211-inch valves were reinstalled to meet the 
vendor's requiremets. This does not represent a conflict In 
previous design positions.  

Item 2: -TVA agrees that the NCR only contained the site recommended 
disposition and not the final design disposition as the inspectors 
stated; however, we wish to clarify the tact that the ECU package 
only notifies the site at upcoming changes. It is a standard 
procedurally controlled practice to do all construction work from 
revised/issued drawings and not from the ECU package. The failure 
to include the 8- and 12-inch valves in the ECU did not result in 
the violation.  

Item 3: Three Of the Valves (one 8-inch and two 12-inch) identified on NCR 
41041R were not installed in the preferred bhutoff direction tar LOCA 
flow because the 8- and 12-inch valves were not shown on 
reVised/issued drawings since they were not addressed in the ECU 
444118. The N~iR was closed when all work described on ECN '4418 was 
completed.  

TVA admits that NCR 41014R was closed on July 2, 19811l &S 3tted and 
that workplan 41148 was not signed ott as complete at this time.  
However, it should be noted that at the time at closure of the NCR$ 
the valves specified in the design project organization dispostion 
were reworked to conform to design requirements at ECK 444118. The 
valves requiring modification and/or reinstallation per the EC# were 
reworked and physically installed in the piping system prior to 
closure of NCR 41040R.  

The failure to Include the orientation requirements tar the 8- and 
12-inch valves In the ECU (or to issue a separate ECH far the 8- and 
12-inch valves) is evidence at an inadequate disposition at UV"R 
10140R, which was the ujar factor contributing to this violation, 

oo~



Reasons for the Vio-IZt1fon 

TVA's-Office of Engineering (OE) response to construction on NCR 41014R was 
inadequate. The original response memorand,~m to-the NCI t~ovided 
instructions for changing the orientation of all valves- ~It stated that mD 
drawings required to be revised. This was inappropriate. An*ECN should have 
been written to revise the drawings to enable construction to perfor, any 
corrective actions rather than instructing construction personnel to do =so--in 
a mefforandum. If an ECN had been written to reVise the drawings, the 
subsequent changes to the vendor specified configuration of these valves 
would have required even further drawing MeVisions which would have resulted 
in the issuan'ce of a new ECN. This, in turn, would have been reflected in a 
revised disposition to the NCR 40~40R, as should have happened in this 
instance.  

Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved 

Drawing reVisions resulting from ECN 5226 for unit 1 and ECN 5262 for unit 2 
w!U. pr'ovite d~etailed instruc -ion for installation and ad- ustment of t'ie 
purge system isolation valves, in accordance with the valve vendor's 
requirements, to assure that they will Close properly during a LOCA event.  

Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid Further Violations 

At the time this violation occurred, an NCR disposition memorandum was 
considered one of the acauptable methods of providing design requirements to 
construction. However, since that time interdivisional quality assurance 
procedure, ID-QAP-2.8 was i3slued on March 30, 198L4 as a result of the OE 
action plan for quality improvement, "EN DES Action V-i-Review of Process for 
Conveyance of Design Requirements," dated November 17, 1982. This procedure 
does not allow the use of a memorandum, or an NCR by itself, to be used to 
provide design requirements to construction. The procedure specifies the 
types of documents (drawings, bill of materials, construction specifications, 
etc.) that may be used to specify design requirements. This procedural 
reVision will prevent _recurrence of this condition, and therefore, no further 
action to avoid further noncompliance is required.  

Date When Full Compliance Will-Be Achieved 

TVA will be in full compliance by January 18, 1985.


